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PERSONAL STATEMENT 

   A diligent and dedicated undergraduate Communications Design major, current-
ly studying at the Pratt Institute. Ally Bechtold acquries extreme initiative to contribute and 
prosper within art and design. Enthusiastic to apply creative and technical skills intensively 
to any job or internship opportunity. Extremely motivated by passion, equipping a relentless 
and persevering mindset at all times. Pro-active thinking and being quick on my feet is es-
sential, while still being able to be incredibly patient and meticulous. I treasure all mediums 
of art and anything having to do with design. I am capable and more than ready to take on 
creative responsibility to contribute growth, contemporarily growing myself.
 
  My creative enthusiasm stems from a selfless service, of designing for brightness in 
society. I am particularly involved with the design that works toward social good. Working 
as a graphic designer for Blindfold Magazine has accelerated my ambitions into reality. As a 
designer, I create for the benefit of others. Empowering others by designing for great causes 
is the reason I continue in the field.  To make anyone’s life easier fulfills my life’s purpose. 

  Ally Bechtold
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PROJECT 1
NOT TO DIE FOR, ‘TO LIVE FOR’

       Project Brief: Design a multi-page menu for a restaurant, cafe, or bar. This can be a restaurant 
concept that you’ve developed yourself, or a redesign of an existing real-world restaurant brand or 
concept. 
 ’Tulip Four’ is a restaurant concept that originated from the project brief of creating an inno-
vative restaurant with a strong layout and readability. 
 Given this project I wanted to emphasize, health, wellness and nutrional healing. If I were to 
have a restaraunt this is exactly what it would be. Working at an organic restauraunt before, I want-
ed to make it unique to my own style. Even though an organic restauraunt can come off as a healthy 
choice, the food choices are not the most nutritionally dense. For example, you could eat an organ-
ic burger and not consume the best meal for your body at that time. Tailored to your body’s holis-
tic needs, is what food should act as. Hippocrates once said “Let food be thy medicine.” I wanted 
to create a restaurant that had food that not only tasted good, but focused on specific benefits for 
each time of day, or what health benefit you want to achieve for your body. 
 I spent a lot of time working at organic restaraunt over the summer where everyone would 
always say the food is “to die for.” However, I think that food should be To Live For,” a unique posi-
tive wordplay for the celebration of health and wellness. “To Live For,” sounds like “Tulip Four,” so I 
could incorporate an elegant floral theme for an intimate feeling in an organic restaurant. Restau-
raunt menus should be engaging and satisfying to look at, which works up a visual appetite, want-
ing you to look even more.
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PROJECT 1 - PROCESS

MOOD BOARDS - INSPIRATION 
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PROJECT 1

PRECEDENT RESEARCH
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PROJECT 1

LOGO DEVELOPMENT
 All of these sketches were different approaches to the ideation of 
Tulip Four’s mood. They all were attempted to convey a sense of 
whimsicality and elegance, while maintaing an organic theme. 
Experimenting with lettering and floral designs was the main focus. Also, 
my title incorporates a word and number, so the design possibilites were 
limitless. 
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PROJECT 1

PAPER MENU MOCK-UPS
 One part of this assignment was to physically draw out 
a menu from scratch. I wanted to play with as many different 
compositions within a portrait orientation as possibble. These 
ranged from being compartamentalized into geomteric boxes, 
to being immersed in an illustative flower. This stage was mostly 
to work out the placement of the items on the menu. I still want-
ed to maintain an organic playfulness. So, I used a cut-out tech-
nique in one mock-up, in the bottom right corner. To the left of 
that, the mock up uses a paper cutout in the middle to represent 
the leaves of a tulip. All in all, I wanted to balance a floral es-
sence with elegant organizational compartments.
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TIV
Tulip Four

PROJECT 1

DIGITAL MENU COMPREHENSIVES

    Turning these menu’s 
into digital comprehensices 
was the first real dive into 
Adobe InDesign. This stage 
focused mainly on the 
organization of menu items 
and overall placement
 inentionality. I 
attempted to make three 
versions that were as
 individual and unique as 
possible.
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PROJECT 1

FINAL

SAVORY
Avocado Toast - 5
-Sprouted Bread - onions - tomato - cucumber - alfalfa sprouts

Breakfast Scramble 9
-chickpeas - onions - tomato - kale - turmeric - bell peppers - spinach

Breakfast Burrito 10
-Raw coconut wrap - chickpeas - brown rice - shredded lettuce - avocado - onion - 
cilantro

Breakfast Bowl $12
-Marinated kale$- chickpea scramble$- tempeh bacon$- sweet potato 

SWEET
Overnight Oats -
-oats$- chia seeds$- cinnamon$- almond milk -$strawberries$- blueberries$- hemp 
seeds - cacao nibs -$coconut flakes

French Toast -
-gf bread - bananas - flax seeds - walnuts - maple syrup - strawberries - blueber-
ries - cacao nibs

Berries and Granola Parfait
mixed seasonal berries - coconut yogurt - sprouted gf granola

Fruit Bowl -
-mixed Seasonal Fruit

AFTERNOON - XII

Uplift and Sustain
SALADS

Strength Salad 10
-Quinoa and Spinach and Roasted Beet Salad with Pumpkin Seeds

Omega Boost Salad 12
-Baby kale - flax crackers - avocado - chickpeas - sunflower seeds - olives

Vibrancy Salad 11
-Kale$- Collards$- roasted squash$- roasted carrots$- pumpkin seeds$- red onions

Choose a dressing - pomegranate vinagrette - agave dijon - creamy cae-
sar - lemon poppyseed - miso tahini   

SANDWICHES
Endurance Sandwich 10

 Sprouts - onions - hummus - tomatoes - avocado - on gluten-free bread

Green Melt Sandwich 11
$Kale$- avocado$pesto$- tamari - caramelized onions$- tomato$pressed on sour-

dough bread

Tahini Sprout Sandwich 10
Avocado - cucumber - miso tahini sauce - onions - shredded carrots on toasted 

whole spelt bread

Superfood Macaroons - 5
Oats - Cacao Nibs$- Coconut 
flakes$- Hemp Protein$- Med-

jool Dates$- Maple Syrup

Raw Brownies - 6
Oats$- Cacao nibs$- Cacao 

powder$- Coconut Oil$- Maple 
Syrup$- Medjool Dates

Kale Chips 6
-Kale$- Sea Salt$- Cold-
Pressed Avocado Oil

Cauliflower poppers 5
-Roasted Caulifower - Sea 

salt - cashew cheese

Sweet Potato Fries / Yukon 
Golden Fries 6

DAWN - IX

Awakening Fluidity
Caffienated Beverages- 3

Coffee$- Matcha Green tea$- Yerba Mate$- Kombucha$- 
Ginseng Tea

Bright and Early Energy /$Sol

Awakening Fuel / Breakfast

SNACKS  - For the Soul -  SIDES

-All rich in micronutrients and superfoods that 
benefit overall health and longevity

DUSK - IV

Relax and Stargaze / Luna

Regeneration Bowl   15
-Chickpea Curry with Coconut Milk Stew$ with sweet potatoes.

Peaceful Vegetable Platter  16
-Sauteed seasonal vegetables cooked with love$ in a savory ginger sauce.

Green Goddess Sautee   17
-Kale - Caramalized onions - Zucchini - Broccoli Rabe - Carrots - Fennel over 

brown rice

Black Bean Pumpkin Seed Burger$15
mesclun$- grilled red onion$- avocado$- polenta fries$- chipotle ketchup

Wild Mushroom Crepe $20
fall vegetables$- sauteed wild mushrooms$- poblano peppers$- spinach$ garlic 

truffle aioli$- beet-arugula-fennel salad

Zucchini And Yellow Squash Spaghetti  18        
brazil nut $ sesame meatballs$ sun-dried tomato marinara$ kalamata olives and 

basil

Pizzetta   17
pumpkin seed crust$- sun-dried tomato marinara$- pesto$- house-cultured ke-

fir cashew cheese$- arugula$ avocado$- heirloom cherry tomatoes$ olives and 
cremini mushrooms

Craft Organic Ice Cream 5
Chocolate/ Vanilla / Strawberry / Acai / Pitaya / Green Tea / Toasted Coconut 

-Agave sweetened - Ask for choice of toppings

Chocolate Coconut Oat Cookie Plate 6
Cacao nibs - Coconut flakes - superfood cookies - maple syrup - medjool dates  

Warm Brownie Sundae 10
Strawberry / Goji Puree$- chocolate Sauce$- vanilla ice cream

-Topped with coconut whipped cream

Superfood Cupcakes  / Superfood Cookies 3

Beverages

Hydration

JUICES
Fresh Juice - 9

- Pick up to $4$ of custom ingredients$
Orange$- Apple$- Cucmber$- Celery$- Carrot$- Beet$- Lem-

on$- Lime
-

-Add ons-$.5$- Wheatgrass$- Spinach$- Kale$- Turmeric - 
Ginger - Cayenne

TEA
Caffeine-Free$- 2

-
Kava Kava Root Tea -$Stress-Relief / Relaxation$

Chamomile Tea -$Sleep-Aid / Relaxation$
Reishi Mushroom Tea -$Immunity / Anti-Viral$

Valerian Root Tea -$Sleep Aid$
Ginger Turmeric Tea -$Digestion / Anti-Inflammatory$

Lavender Tea - Anti-Stress / Sleep Aid$

Caffeinated$- 2
-

Matcha Green Tea$- Antioxidant rich / Boots metabolism
Yerba Mate Tea - Electric energy$

Kombucha Tea - Probiotic rich / B-vitamins / Digestive aid
 Flavors -$ Mixed berry$- Citrus$- Vanilla$
Ginseng Tea - Increased stamina / Focus

Black Chai Spice - Digestion / Sustaining Energy

COFFEE
-Freshly Brewed Hot Coffee$/ Daily Brew$ -  3

-Cold Brew  -  3
-Nitro Brew  - 3.5
-Espresso  -  2

-Add choice of plant based milk$  - .75
$Almond$- Cashew$- Coconut$

ENTREES

“You are what you eat
-Be vibrant - full of life and love”

DESSERTS
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PROJECT 2
‘CHAKRATICONS’

 Diving into a project with an open-mind allows for endless possibilities to unravel. 
Being open to experimentation, different perspectives, and stretching the source material, 
are all actions I decided to take advantage of. Studying the radial symmetry designs out in 
nature was a discovery of an order in and out of nature I overlook way too often. I thought 
it was interesting that the symmetry existed in such radically contrasting scales. From an 
acorn shell, to the rose window of a church, it stayed present. After visually researching and 
documenting, the transition to emoji-making was a change of process towards technique. 
By recreating emojis accurately from the direct subject, was a great acclamation to the pen 
tool in Adobe Illustrator. This process was a very engaged endeavor, with layers of applied 
skills; visually and technically. I thought this contrast was very useful to understand how to 
dissect details in a certain area or subject.   
 Starting to create the radial designs from the source material comprised a plenti-
tude of experimentation. There was reapplied attempts to stretch fragments of the source 
material as far as possible. I did not use the full emoji for any of my final designs. All of the 
designs were created with the intention of being familiar-looking, but not distinctly recog-
nizable. Almost as if you get an essence of the emojis in the details, but can not wrap your 
head around it. All of the designs equip their own individuality, from using different emojis 
in each design.
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PROJECT 2

VISUAL RESEARCH- RADIAL SYMMETRY IN NATURE
 This research focuses on being meticulously observant within surroundings to reveal radially symmetric 
patterns in nature. During this research I found many different types of objects that had their own signature sym-
mtery, all considered radial. Walking around the city uncovered many different forms of this. For example, it was 
found in the rose windows of churches, gourds, menu logos, the bottom of a bottle, flowers, acorns, and even 
apartment gates. This collection allowed a greater understanding of how many sections can be fractioned into a 
circle, while maintaining an algorithm. Radial symmetry can be found in a nickel-sized acorn shell, or in a grand 
rose window of a church.
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PROJECT 2

EMOTICON RECREATION
 All of these emoticons were created individually by hand in Adobe Illustrator. 
These were based off of legitemate emoji’s found on mac devices. However, they are 
used as source material for the finished project. I wanted to make these as accurate 
as possible to be able to utilize little fragments of each design. Also, I chose to use 
emojis that were focused on the primary colors: blue, yellow, and red.
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PROJECT 2

INITIAL COMPOSITIONS
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PROJECT 2

FINAL
 The final deliverable of this project was executed into seven designs.  During the creation of these patterns, there 
was too much experimentation to condense into one piece. That being said, an extension of seven designs are integrated 
with eachother. They can also be seen as separate individual entities. What inspired me the most during the process of this 
project, was how energetic the designs were becoming. Each composition looked as if it were ascending or descending. 
It reminded me of the chakras that are implemented in yogic philosophy. Struck with that association, I wanted to make a 
piece that resembled the chakras. Chakras are supposively energetic centers aligned vertically in the human body. Their 
color palette ranges red, orange, yellow, green, light blue, dark blue, and purple. I wanted to take advantage of the colors 
within this scheme and recycle it in the final.
 I used only sections of each emoji, making their source unrecognizable. What was interesting about this process was 
the fact that the designs had no noticable recognition of the source material. Stretching the source material was a main 
focus in the approach to this final. 

Even though this piece has seven integrated components, like stated before, they still exist individually.
Titles from left to right:
-Majora, Abyssal, Whirlpool, Hydrangea, Moroccan Sunrise, Pollination, and Passion.
Titles from Chakra interpretation:
-Sahasrara, Ajna, Vishudda, Anahata, Manipura, Svadhishthana, and Muladhara.
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ANIMATED 
GIF

     With one of the finished 
designs, I created an an-
imated GIF comprised of 
all the layers used to make 
radial symmetry.
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PROJECT 3

BREAKING OUT OF THE LAMP
 
    Genies are selfless, mythical creatures who are renowned for granting three wishes to 
whoever stumbles upon their lamp. However, they are summoned to this confined lamp for 
the duration of their entire existence. 
Shouldn’t  genies be able to work towards escaping the prison?
 I have been inspired to create a currency specifically applying to the finances of genies. This 
will help give genies a purposeful sense of independence, freeing them from their solitude. 
Ultimately, freedom will allow genies to  travel anywhere they wish. This currency system 
gives genies an opportunity to live life outside the lamp.
I really wanted to approach this project with a mystical stylization. I worked inspired bby the 
Indian Rupee. Visuals represented on this currency system is so unlike the United States’. 
The Indian Rupee has multi-colored virbant gradients, while the United States’ dollar is just 
a dull green. Since money can be referred to as ‘magical’ I immediately thought of basing 
a system off of a fictional world. There is something so compelling about making sense of 
what is not real. Making sense of the genie’s world, is jovial in the perspective of adding 
monetary value to it. Including a materialistic entity in the magical realm is ironic, but quite 
useful for the genie. 
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-Golden Accents representing the lamp.
-Essence of engraved floral decals, embossed texture
-Deep magical, rich, mystifying colors - playing with gradients.
-Deep jewel tones, fruitful colors, not over-saturated that compliment the gold.
-Wipsy forms, representing the mystical properties of a genie.
-Transparency/opacity variation on certain forms to represent smoke.
-Access to this money is given to whoever is asking genies for their wishes.
It is given to the genies based on a tip compensation depending on how successful they were delivering the wishes.
wind-like detachment - cloud essences -expansion - freedom - magical empowerment - liberation - independence
(Not gender specific.)

CONCEPTUALIZATION
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PROJECT 3

RESEARCH AND PROCESS
First 

Iteration 
Phase
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PROJECT 3

FINAL
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PROJECT 4

CANDID CREATURE

 I was more than excited to take advantage of a portrait assignment. Coming from my 
illustrative background, there was nothing I loved doing more than drawing meticulously 
intricate features of the body. After working in large scale during my first year at Pratt In-
stitute, I am ready to get back to my roots. Going from six-foot tall charcoal drawings, to 
the drawing tool in Adobe Illustrator is an exciting transition. Expanding my drawing ca-
pability excites me to the max. Getting intimate with my pieces is the only way I can create. 
It is interesting to think of yourself in a relationship with each and every pieces, creating 
a unified bond. Every piece is an extension of myself, so I always strive for them to convey 
my vision of appreciation for the little things, with little detsails. Becoming completely im-
mersed in a piece Is what I live for. 
 You know you have found your passion when you can lose yourself and find yourself 
in something at the same time. My passion for illustration was translated in this project 
balancing illustration and graphic design. Combining separate individual entities into a 
finished piece has been really helpful to my compositional integration and cohesiveness. 
With this piece, I wanted the relationship of all elements to be symbiotic and compli-
mentary to one another.
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PROJECT 4

RESEARCH AND PROCESS
Landscape

Portrait
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PROJECT 4

SKETCHES
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PROJECT 4

FINAL
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THUMBNAIL PAGE
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